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Abstract: This work details the development of a three-dimensional (3D) electric field model
for the LUX detector. The detector took data to search for weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) during two periods. After the first period completed, a time-varying non-uniform negative
charge developed in the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) panels that define the radial boundary of
the detector’s active volume. This caused electric field variations in the detector in time, depth and
azimuth, generating an electrostatic radially-inward force on electrons on their way upward to the
liquid surface. To map this behavior, 3D electric field maps of the detector’s active volume were
generated on a monthly basis. This was done by fitting a model built in COMSOL Multiphysics
to the uniformly distributed calibration data that were collected on a regular basis. The modeled
average PTFE charge density increased over the course of the exposure from -3.6 to −5.5 µC/m2.
From our studies, we deduce that the electric field magnitude varied locally while the mean value
of the field of ∼ 200 V/cm remained constant throughout the exposure. As a result of this work the
varying electric fields and their impact on event reconstruction and discrimination were successfully
modeled.
Keywords: Analysis and statistical methods; Detector modelling and simulations II (electric fields,
charge transport, multiplication and induction, pulse formation, electron emission, etc); Noble liquid
detectors (scintillation, ionization, double-phase); Dark Matter detectors (WIMPs, axions, etc.)
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1 The LUX detector
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment is a two-phase (liquid-gas) xenon time projection
chamber (TPC) searching for weakly interacting massive particles, a favored dark matter candidate.
The detector uses a dodecagonal prism shaped active volume bounded in z by cathode and gate wire
grids and in (x, y) by 12 polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) panels and contains 251 kg of ultra pure
xenon. The inner cryostat is 101 cm tall and 62 cm in diameter. The active volume diameter, as
measured at -100◦C between parallel opposite faces, is 47.3 cm. The distance between cathode and
gate grids is 48.3 cm and distance between gate and anode grids is 1 cm.
Energy deposited by particle interactions induces two measurable signals in the active volume:
a prompt scintillation of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photons (S1) and an ionization signal from the
liberated electrons (S2). The S1 photons are emitted at the interaction site and are detected by
top and bottom arrays of 61 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) each. The detector’s drift field pulls
free electrons to the liquid surface where they are extracted into the gas, producing a secondary
electroluminescence S2 signal on their path to the anode. The S2 photons are detected by both
PMT arrays with localization of the signal in the top array. The PMT signals from both light
pulses, S1 and S2, along with their time separation that defines the depth of the interaction, allow
the reconstruction of interaction vertices in three dimensions (xS2, yS2, t). The ratio of free charge
to scintillation light, typically expressed as log10(S2/S1), is dependent on the electric field at the
event site and is used to distinguish electronic recoils (ERs) and nuclear recoil (NRs) produced by
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incoming particles interacting with xenon atoms. The NR signals exhibit less variation as a function
of field in comparison to ERs, due to the lower ionization of NRs and thus lower importance of
electron-ion recombination. This enables discrimination between ER and NR events and makes
liquid xenon TPC detectors viable dark matter discovery experiments. Leveraging these capabilities
helped LUX produce world-leading exclusion limits for both spin-independent and spin-dependent
WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-sections, axion searches, and pioneer many innovative calibration
techniques [1–6]. Further technical details about the LUX detector can be found in [7].
The detector took WIMP search data during two periods; from April 21 to August 8, 2013
(WS2013) and from September 11, 2014 until May 2, 2016 (WS2014-16). Between WS2013
and WS2014-16, from January to March 2014, the detector grids were conditioned to improve
the voltages at which the electrodes could be biased. Afterward, the detector was kept at room
temperature for one month in April 2014 before starting WS2014-16. During the conditioning,
potentials were held just above the onset of sustained discharge and maintained for many days, akin
to the burn-in period often employed in room-temperature proportional counter commissioning [8–
11]. First, the potentials on gate and anode grids were raised to −5 kV and 7 kV, respectively,
while in cold xenon gas (180 K). Subsequently, the potential on the cathode was raised to -20 kV
while in xenon gas at room temperature (296 K). As a result of conditioning, a higher applied
anode voltage enabled increased electron extraction efficiency (i.e. the fraction of electrons which
promptly cross the liquid-gas interface) from 49 ± 3% in WS2013 to 73 ± 4% in WS2014-16 [4].
After the conditioning campaign, 83mKr calibration data (see Section 2.2) revealed that the electron
drift trajectories were significantly altered from the regular near-vertical paths observed inWS2013.
figure 1 shows the reconstructed radius and drift time of 83mKr calibration events next to the PTFE
wall, before and after conditioning. A strong bias in azimuthal angle and z was observed, and seen
to change throughout WS2014-16. The contours were created by finding the average number of
events in all the non-empty bins of a 2D histogram in (r2S2, t) and then drawing a contour through
those bins that contained half of the average number of events. Therefore the contours approximate
the edges of the detector’s active volume.
We attribute the time evolution of the electric field to the migration of negative charges
(electrons) and positive charges (holes) in the PTFE panels that define the radial boundary of
the active volume and serve as a reflector to VUV scintillation photons [12]. Discharges in the
xenon gas during conditioning created VUV photons with energies greater than the band gap of
PTFE [13–17], which in turn created electron-hole pairs within 1 − 2 µm of the PTFE panels [18].
The behavior of charges in PTFE and other Teflon materials has been widely studied at room and
elevated temperatures [19–22], but not at liquid xenon (LXe) temperatures. The energy levels of
the electron and hole traps have been measured to be 0.85− 1.0 eV and 0.80− 0.90 eV respectively,
showing a slightly higher energy trap for electrons [18]. PTFE is known to be a strong insulator
with dark-current resistivity of ρ ∼ 3 × 1020 Ω · cm measured at 5 × 10−6 torr at 25°C [20] and
is able to maintain negative charge densities of at least 0.1 mC/m2 [23]. This results in a faster
removal of holes compared to electrons under the applied field creating the observed abundance of
negative charges in the PTFE panels. Furthermore, this behavior varies over time thus introducing a
strong radially-inward drift of electrons during WS2014-16 [4] varying in time, depth and azimuth
as described in section 4.1.
Knowledge of the electric field inside the detector is necessary for (x, y) position reconstruction
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Figure 1. Contour plot illustrating detectors edges from the reconstructed positions of the 83mKr calibration
data. Differences between WS2013 (data from 2013-05-10, solid blue) and the time-dependent WS2014-16
(data from 2014-09-03, dashed green and 2016-05-03, dotted red) are clearly seen. Due to the changing
electric fields, 83mKr calibration data from the later science run had events with greater drift times.
since the drift path of the S2 electrons is field-dependent. Event reconstruction is also field-
dependent due to the effect of the drift field on recombination. Since the conditioning altered
the electric fields inside the detector in a non-symmetric manner, a full 3D model of the fields
was needed throughout the 23 month-long WS2014-16. This paper describes the method used to
develop these field models.
2 Modeling electric fields inside the LUX detector
Electric field models were developed both with and without charge densities in the PTFE panels to
understand the detector behavior. Prior to developing a model for the changing electric fields during
WS2014-16, a 3D model was developed without static charges in the PTFE panels to confirm our
understanding of the calibration data from WS2013. The 3D model was built using the AC/DC
Module of COMSOLMultiphysics v5.0® [24], a commercially available finite element simulation
software.
2.1 LUX 3D model geometry
A full 3D model was needed due to the detector’s geometry. The active volume takes a shape of a
regular dodecagonal prism as shown in the left panel of figure 2 and the five detector grids (bottom
shield, cathode, gate, anode, top shield) are rotated by 60◦ with respect to each other, leaving a
geometry that is not azimuthally or otherwise symmetric. The 2D cross-section of the model used
in the 3D simulations is shown in the right panel of figure 2; the figure also illustrates some of the
adopted simplifications. Due to the high degree of complexity of the detector, only the active region
of the detector was modeled in detail; the bottom shield and anode grids were modeled as planes
imposing electrostatic boundaries for the height of the active region of the detector.
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Figure 2. Left: bottom view of the LUX detector showing the regular dodecagonal prism shape, the PTFE
panels, and the top PMT array. Right: cross-section of the 3D LUX COMSOL model.
Since the model spans 5 orders of magnitude in length scale (from 28 µm for the grid wire
diameter to 1.1 m for the inner vacuum cryostat height), the cathode and gate grid wires were
modeled as parallel lines with zero diameter to accelerate the convergence of the model. As with
all simplifications, test cases were studied to ensure this wire diameter change had a negligible
effect on the resulting solution without a loss of field resolution [25]. Further details about the
detector grids along with applied grid voltages from WS2013 and WS2014-16 are summarized in
Table 1. The details of the ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMW) and PTFE structures
surrounding the active volume were simplified and large metal objects residing outside of the field
cage (i.e. cathode high voltage cable, heat exchanger) were omitted since a simulation confirmed
they do not affect the electric field within the active volume. The relative DC dielectric constants
of the materials used in the model were: εliquid xenon = 1.95, εgaseous xenon = 1.0, εPTFE = 2.1,
εUHMW = 2.3.
2.2 Electric fields modeling
Once the detector geometry, materials, electrical dielectric properties, and voltages were assigned
to detector volumes and boundaries, this defined the electrostatic conditions. COMSOL then
generated a mesh by discretizing the space into tetrahedra and a proposed field map was generated.
Using an adaptive mesh refinement allowed further improvement of mesh quality while minimizing
solution error. This process is illustrated in figure 3.
The resulting electric field values found in COMSOLMultiphysics were exported and used to
produce a simulation dataset of electron-like particles in Python v2.7. This was accomplished by
starting electron-like test particles uniformly throughout the detector’s active volume and recording
their intersection with the liquid surface after drifting. These particles were propagated step-wise
in 1 − 3 µs intervals using interpolated velocity since the electron drift velocity in LXe varies with
electric field [26].
Once the electron-like test particles reached the liquid surface, the simulated drift time (tsim)
and location of the simulated S2 light production (xS2sim , yS2sim) were compared with the (xS2, yS2, t)
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Table 1. Grid properties and voltages as relevant to the construction of the electric field model used in
WS2013 and WS2014-16 simulations, including description of geometric simplifications.
Grid Bottom Cathode Gate Anode Top
shield shield
z† [cm] 2.0 5.6 53.9 54.9 58.6
Wire ∅ [µm] 206.0 206.0 101.6 28.4 50.8
Pitch [mm] 10.00 5.00 5.00 0.25 5.00
Angle [deg] 15 75 15 N/A 135
Modeled as Plane ∅0 wires ∅0 wires Plane Absent
WS2013 [kV] −2 −10 −1.5 3.5 −1
WS2014-16 [kV] −2 −8.5 1 7 −1
† z is defined as vertical distance from the face of the bottom PMT array,
accounting for thermal contraction as appropriate.
Geometry Meshing Solution
Figure 3. Steps in building the 3D model of the electric fields in the LUX detector using COMSOL
Multiphysics v5.0.
distribution of 83mKr calibration data. See section 2.3 for details.
83mKr was injected weekly into the detector as a calibration source producing ∼ 106 events that
distribute homogeneously in the detector’s active volume within minutes. This makes it a perfect
source to use in developing 3D maps of the electric field. The radioactive isotope 83mKr has a
half-life of 1.83 hours. The decay occurs in two transitions of 32.1 and 9.4 keV respectively, with an
intervening half-life of 154 ns. These two transitions can each proceed according to multiple decay
channels, with a high probability of internal conversion followed by Auger emission, resulting in a
high concentration of decay energy into electron modes. More details regarding 83mKr calibration
of the LUX detector can be found in [27].
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2.3 Modeling charges in the LUX detector
A large change in the detector’s electric field occurred between WS2013 and WS2014-16 which
affected electron paths as shown in figure 1. This change in field can bemodeledwith negative charge
densities present in the PTFE panels; the consequence of this accumulated charge is illustrated in
figure 4.
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Figure 4. Two simple axially symmetric COMSOL Multiphysics models built for visualization purposes.
Left: electric field lines and equipotentials in the LUXdetector duringWS2013. A radially-inward component
is seen, resulting from the geometry of the field cage and the grids. Right: electric field lines implied by
83mKr from 2015-04-26 showing the much stronger radially-inward component modeled by negative charge
densities in the PTFE panels.
To gain intuition about the effects on electron paths caused by charge in the PTFE panels, a
simple simulation was performed by depositing −1 µC/m2 of charge density in either the lower,
middle, or upper third of a PTFE panel; the resulting force causing inward displacement of events
that originate near or below the charged site is demonstrated in figure 5.
To model the detector behavior in WS2014-16 first the basic charge-free model was modified
to includeWS2014-16 grid voltages. Then 42 additional COMSOLMultiphysics models were built
with voltages on all boundaries set to 0 V. The 12 PTFE panels surrounding the active volume were
split into 42 tiles by defining 6 angular and 7 vertical divisions of equal width and height. Therefore
there were 2 PTFE panels in each angular division. Each one of the 42 models included −1 µC/m2
of charge on one of the 42 tiles. These 43 datasets (arising from 42 models with charge and one
without charge) served as basis vectors since the charge on any one tile could be scaled up or down as
needed. Leveraging the superposition principle, these models linearly combined to produce electric
field maps of arbitrary charge distribution. Those models were solved by COMSOL Multiphysics
and the resulting 43 electric field vector maps were exported on a 1 cm3 grid to a Python script
where all further calculations were performed. For a given hypothetical charge distribution in the
PTFE panels a simulation dataset was made and compared to 83mKr calibration data. This charge
was varied with an iterative algorithm until the distributions converged on a stable solution.
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Figure 5. Effect of negative charge densities in the PTFE panels on events in the detector. The 4 figures
illustrate COMSOL models with no charge in the PTFE panels and with −1 µC/m2 deposited at the lower,
middle, and upper segments of a PTFE panel causing a strong inward push for events that originate near or
below the charge site.
Unphysical behavior emerged when 2 neighboring vertical tiles contained very different
charges. To mitigate these sharp discontinuities the charge on each tile was set to fall off lin-
early both in the azimuthal and in z directions. This smoothing was defined such that in the
azimuthal direction each tile had a uniform −1 µC/m2 charge density from 1/4 to 3/4 of tile width.
This charge density then decreased linearly to 0 µC/m2 through 1/4 of the width of the neighboring
tile. Therefore the charge density in the azimuthal direction was continuous. The same technique
was applied in the z direction except that the bottommost and topmost edge tiles were smoothed in
only the direction pointing toward the center of the panel.
After the simulated particles were drifted, a likelihood function was used to compare 83mKr
data to simulation. Then the initial charge hypothesis was refined and this approach was iterated
using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm until convergence of results was seen. The Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method for sampling from a multi-dimensional
distribution with a high number of degrees of freedom. First an initial guess was made for the
amount of charge on each tile and the corresponding model was created. Each subsequent guess
was randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution centered at each charge density with a width
of ∼ 0.1 µC/m2. The ideal step size was tuned to achieve acceptance of new charge distributions of
∼ 23% [28], where the acceptance ratio was defined as
α =
Lnew
Lold . (2.1)
Here,Lnew andLold are the log likelihood functions for the current and previous steps, respectively.
To speed up the convergence at the beginning of the modeling efforts, the amount of charge in the
PTFE panels was adjusted manually to smooth out charge deviations between neighboring vertical
panels before using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. As the dataset neared convergence a
modified Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was used due to the high number of degrees of freedom
(42). Instead of varying all charges simultaneously, as is usual for the algorithm, only one random
charge was varied at a time which sped up convergence.
Once the final charge distributionwas found, the information included in the resulting fieldmaps
was provided on a 1 cm3 grid that included the detector real space coordinates (x, y, z), the electric
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field in each location, and the coordinates as seen by the detector (xS2, yS2, t). The transformation
between real space and the reconstructed S2 space can be seen in the two plots in figure 6. The field
maps were used in a Geant4-based LUXSim [29] simulation, position reconstruction, and limits
code.
Figure 6. Transformation from the reconstructed S2 space (right) to real space (left). The color scale shows
the electric field strength at each point using 83mKr data from 2015-08-26.
2.4 Alternative explanations for the field distortion
Other than the charge evolution in the PTFE surface, there are other plausible explanations for
distorted fields inside a TPC. One possibility would be that drifting electrons land on the PTFE
surface and do not get pulled toward the surface due to the high resistivity of PTFE. This is
unlikely since the detector is designed to pull electrons up and away from the PTFE surface. Other
explanations might be a short or open circuit in the field-shaping ring resistor chain. The field
distortion caused by a shorted resistor was simulated in a simplified axially symmetric COMSOL
model. A shorted resistor produces a small, very localized field deformity, unlike the detector-wide
field distortion observed in WS2014-16. This effect would also not evolve throughout the detector
operation.
An open circuit was also simulated in the axially symmetricCOMSOLmodel. A field distortion
is obvious and not unsimilar to the field observed inWS2014-16, however depending on the location
of the open field, it can create large, dead, field-less regions in the detector. The resistance of the
field-shaping ring resistor chain was measured before WS2013 and then again before WS2014-16.
No significant change was observed, ruling out this explanation. An open circuit effect is also ruled
out because it would not create a time-dependent component. Additionally, 137Cs calibrations
were performed in WS2014-16 using acrylic radioactive-source deployment tubes suspended along
the side of the detector [7]. These calibrations showed events along the entire detector height,
inconsistent with the presence of field-less regions.
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3 Modeling detector observables
To model the electric field, the simulation results were compared to the field implied by 83mKr
calibration data to ensure its accuracy. This comparison had to be done many times during the
Metropolis Hastings algorithm rendering the traditional method of drifting electrons through the
detector computationally too intensive and an alternative method comparing event densities was
developed.
To begin, the 83mKr events as seen in S2 space were reverse propagated through the modeled
drift field to find the initial homogeneous distribution. In practice, this was accomplished by
segmenting the 83mKr data into tetrahedra within the active volume using Delaunay triangulation
and recording the number of events enclosed by each segment. The vertices of those tetrahedra
were drifted “back in time” through the electric field; each vertex started at the liquid surface and
was drifted through the active volume, making the transformation from S2 to real space. The new
volume of each tetrahedron after drifting, Vtet, was calculated and the number of 83mKr events, nS2,
contained in each tetrahedra recorded. Since in real space 83mKr events were uniformly distributed
throughout the detector, the number of events in each tetrahedron was proportional to its volume
nreal = NKr ∗ VtetVTPC , where NKr is the total number of 83mKr events in the detector and VTPC is the
active volume of the detector. If the simulated electric field captured the field in the detector well,
then nreal and nS2 had equal number of events. The density comparison between 83mKr data and
simulation is illustrated in the right panel of figure 7.
To complete the fine-tuning of the model, the edges of the 83mKr distribution were fully
simulated to compare with data, in a method independent of the 83mKr homogeneity in the detector.
When approaching the final convergence of data and simulation only the edges of the 83mKr
distribution were used to fine tune the model. The detector was split into 12 angular sections
corresponding to the 12 PTFE panels and negative charges were drifted to the liquid surface starting
along the center of each panel face. An offset radius (set at r = 22 cm) was used due to a higher
fidelity of field maps slightly inward from the PTFE panels. The resulting simulated edge at the
detector wall (r = 23.7 cm) agrees with the edge found both from the 83mKr data and from the
location of the wall as determined from 210Po background [30]. It is worth noting that even though
only the detector wall was fitted, as shown in the left panel of figure 7, the result correctly described
the density distribution inside the entire detector.
3.1 WS2013 modeling results
A comparison of the 3D field model and 83mKr data from WS2013 is shown in the left panel of
figure 8. Excellent agreement is seen, without a need to tune any aspect of the model to improve
agreement with the data. The value of the mostly uniform electric field inside the fiducial volume
duringWS2013 was 177±14V/cm as simulated inCOMSOLMultiphysics. InWS2013 the fiducial
volume was defined by drift time range of 38− 305 µs and radius r ≤ 20 cm, and contained 118 kg
of LXe [2]. The electric field strength in WS2013 is illustrated in the right panel of figure 8.
The slight curve at high drift time in the reconstructed (S2) coordinates is due to the field
transparency of the cathode, causing a leakage field from below the cathode [31]. In WS2013 this
effect was corrected in the analysis without a need for a field map [27]. A similar effect caused
by the transparency of the gate grid can be seen at low drift times near the gate grid. These field
– 9 –
Figure 7. Left: solid red contour at r = 22 cm illustrates the modeled edge of the 83mKr distribution
(blue) from 2016-02-22. Right: variation between normalized histograms of 83mKr data and simulation from
2016-10-06 weighted by the error in each bin (using an azimuthal slice between 120◦ ≤ θ < 180◦).
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Figure 8. Left: contour plot showing histogram edges of the 3D field model and 83mKr events averaged over
all azimuthal angles during WS2013. Data (solid blue) and simulation (dashed red) contours were created
following the method described in figure 1 without any fitting or tuning necessary. Right: analogous electric
field strength in LUX during WS2013. Regions in the corners of the detector show field leakage through the
transparent boundary grids.
leakages introduce a radial field component to the field lines as shown in figure 4, illustrating that an
electron originating at high radius just above the cathode follows the field lines shown and reaches
the liquid level at a radius reduced by several centimeters compared to the initial position.
Using the tiled charge model developed to study the electric field for WS2014-16, we were able
to qualitatively improve our understanding of the WS2013 field model with respect to the detector
wall shape. Even though the electric field in WS2013 was mostly uniform, a scalloping was seen
along the edges of the detector that was not observed in the ideal COMSOL Multiphysics model
– 10 –
without charge tiles, as shown in figure 9.
The same approach described in section 2.3was used tomodel this scalloping effect inWS2013.
Since the tiling was optimized for WS2014-16, the model was unable to fully reproduce all the
fine features. The average fitted charge found in the PTFE panels was −0.03 µC/m2, which is
comparable to triboelectric charge densities. This illustrates the sensitivity of the field modeling
method to capture even very small charge densities.
Figure 9. Left: original COMSOLmodel with no charge showing a clear dodecagonal cross-section. Right:
data from the detector with visible scallops using 83mKr data from 2013-05-10 during WS2013. Also visible
is the orientation of gate wires. Both cross-sections are a slice at a drift time of 255 µs < t ≤ 290 µs.
3.2 Alternative determination of electric field magnitude using NEST
An alternative determination of the electric fields was done by fitting the field as a free parameter
in the Noble Element Simulation Technique (NEST) package [32] to match calibration data. NEST
encompasses the WIMP search community’s understanding of both scintillation and ionization
yields as well as the field impact on the electron-ion recombination probability. As the field
magnitude is increased, the ionization signal increases while the scintillation signal decreases [33].
This is a result of the electric field influencing the fraction of electrons which recombine with
ions at a particle-interaction site: if a given electron recombines with an ion, it contributes to the
scintillation signal, otherwise it contributes to the ionization signal. NEST’s underlying physics
model accounts for these electron-ion recombination effects, and has been refined with recent
measurements in the literature [34] to extend up to high fields.
Because NEST requires an electric field magnitude as input, the field value can be treated as
a free parameter and NEST’s output fit to calibration data. By performing such a fit to calibration
data from a specific region of the detector, an estimate of the field magnitude in that region at the
time of the calibration was obtained. This technique for estimating field is completely independent
from the technique described in previous sections: this technique uses the size of the scintillation
and ionization pulses, while the technique described previously in section 2 uses only the spatial
distribution of the pulses.
Though 83mKr decays were used for the field estimates in previous sections, this source is not
conducive to analysis with NEST for this purpose because of its complicated LXe response [35] due
to its decay [36], which is difficult to model. Instead, periodic calibrations with tritiated methane
– 11 –
(CH3T) dissolved in the LXe were used. The decay of this source is very simple and covers a wide
range of energies [37]. Data collected from this source form a band in the space of log10(S2/S1)
vs. S1, whose mean and width depends on the applied field. The spatial variation in detector
response was handled by dividing the fiducial volume into four regions of drift time; the boundaries
of these regions were 40, 105, 170, 235, 300 µs.
CH3T data were segregated into these four regions, and the band from each was considered
independent. Four spatial regions were found to be the optimal number: more regions would result
in too few calibration statistics with which to tune the model for each region, while fewer regions
would not adequately capture the field variation in the full fiducial volume.
The CH3T band from each drift-time region was broken up into bins of S1; for each S1 bin,
the distribution of events in log10(S2/S1) was fit with a normal distribution. The CH3T band as a
function of S1 was characterized by the means and widths of these fits, and these were compared
to the means and widths predicted by the output of NEST. Two NEST parameters were varied until
optimal agreement between NEST and CH3T data was obtained; these parameters were (1) the
applied field (which affects mainly the mean value of the electron-ion recombination fraction), and
(2) a parameter, fr that characterizes the size of the fluctuations in this electron-ion recombination.
Because the electric field is considered uniform within a given fiducial-volume region, residual
variations in the field were empirically accounted for by increasing fr . Figure 10 (left) shows the
comparison between data and best-fit model for CH3T in one of the four spatial regions at the
beginning of the WIMP-search run. Data and best-fit models for all four drift-time regions, at all
times during the WIMP-search run are consistent. The quantities in the axis labels are given as
“S1c” and “S2c”, which indicate that the pulse areas have been corrected for variations resulting
from non-field-related effects such as xenon purity and geometrical optics.
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Figure 10. Agreement between LUX data and NEST simulation for the ER band (left) and NR band (right)
along with the 10% and 90% confidence level bands. Data shown are from September 11, 2014 - January 1,
2015 period with drift time 40 µs < t < 105 µs as defined in [4].
Because LXe’s response to nuclear recoils is significantly different than for electronic recoils,
nuclear recoils require a separate detector-response model than is obtained from the CH3T calibra-
tions. For this purpose, data collected with a collimated beam from a deuterium-deuterium (DD)
neutron generator were used [38]. However, LXe’s nuclear-recoil response is nearly unaffected by
applied field [33], and therefore the NEST models that are applied to the DD calibrations use the
– 12 –
field magnitudes as determined by the corresponding CH3T calibration of the same spatial region
and date. The fits of the NEST model to DD data therefore vary only the parameter fr . Figure 10
(right) shows the comparison between bands from DD data and best-fit model for the same spatial
region and date as the CH3T band seen in the left plot.
4 Time-dependence of electric fields during WS2014-16
4.1 Charge evolution
The results of the method described here were one field map for each month of WS2014-16,
corresponding to 21 field maps in total. As discussed earlier, each field map was produced by
adjusting the negative charge distribution in the PTFE panels and fitting the modeled electric field
to the detector observables. One of the resulting charge distributions in the PTFE panels is shown
in figure 11 and the evolution of charge over the course of WS2014-16 is demonstrated in figure 12.
The varying charge results in a time dependent electric field, changing also in azimuth and z as
illustrated in figure 13. Most negative chargewas found to be in the top 1/3 of the detector throughout
all of WS2014-16, possibly due to electrons in the PTFE panels being pulled toward the gate while
holes were attracted to the cathode at a faster rate.
Figure 11. Charge density distribution in the detector’s PTFE panels that resulted from fitting 83mKr data
from 2014-10-06. The 42 segments correspond to the smoothed tile charges as described in section 2.3.
The increasingly negative charge throughout WS2014-16 averaged over the entire PTFE area
is plotted in figure 14. The cathode voltage was biased down to 0 V from April 7 to April 15, 2015
to investigate its effect on the charge in the PTFE panels. Data from this period was not used in
analysis. After the cathode was re-biased to −8.5 kV the charge density was fit with an exponential
function as in Reference [21]:
σ = σ0 exp(−t/τ) + σ∞ (4.1)
where σ is the average surface charge density, σ0 is the initial charge density, and σ∞ is the value of
the charge limt→∞ σ. τ is the charge transit time. The best-fit values found were σ0 = 3.1µC/m2,
τ = 181 days, and σ∞ = −5.6µC/m2.
– 13 –
There is a lack of research of PTFE properties at LXe temperatures so it is difficult to compare
this number to the literature due to different experimental conditions used, such as temperature or
the electric field applied.
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Figure 12. Charge density in each z segment averaged over all azimuth throughout WS2014-16.
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Figure 13. Left: electric field in different z segments of the detector as modeled for 2014-09-03 dataset
illustrating the azimuthal non-uniformity. Right: difference between the electric field at the end of WS2014-
16 (field map from 2016-05-03) and the beginning (field map from 2014-09-03). The change in field is not
uniform throughout WS2014-16.
4.2 Electric fields in WS2014-16 analysis
For simplicity of the analysis in [4] the data were divided into 16 bins, within each of which the
change in the wall position was not significant. There were four bins in time, bounded by the
following dates: September 11, 2014; January 1, 2015; April 1, 2015; October 1, 2015; May 2,
2016. Each of those bins was further split into four drift time bins with boundaries of 40, 105, 170,
235, and 300 µs. Only one field map was chosen for each date bin, hence only four field maps were
used in WS2014-16 analysis. Each map was chosen to be close to the average of the electric field
– 14 –
values in the segment. The agreement between each field map and the given 83mKr distribution for
each date bin is shown in figure 15.
Figure 16 shows the value of the electric field throughout theWS2014-16 analysis [4]. It shows
the divergence of the field extrema as the electric field magnitude varied from ∼ 50 − 20 V/cm
near the bottom of the detector to ∼ 500 − 650 V/cm near the top. The mean value of the field of
∼ 200 V/cm remained mostly constant throughout the exposure.
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Figure 14. Increasingly negative charge density obtained from the field models, averaged over the entire
PTFE panel surfaces for each month during WS2014-16. The data points correspond to the modeled average
charge densities in the PTFE panels obtained from a small subset of the regular 83mKr datasets. These data
points can be fitted with an exponential function σ = 3.1 exp(−t/181) − 5.6 where t is in units of “days since
2014-09-03”. The gray dashed line indicates a week in April 2015 when the cathode voltage was biased
down to 0 V to observe its effect on the charge.
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Figure 15. A comparison of the measured position of the detector wall and the cathode from 83mKr (solid
blue) to that predicted by the best-fit electric field model (dashed red). The contours were created following
the method described in figure 1. Horizontal gray dashed lines, at 40 and 300 µs, indicate the drift time
extent of the fiducial volume used in WS2014-16.
The volume-averaged fields obtained inCOMSOLmodels can be compared to the NESTmodel
fits that assume a uniform field within a given drift time bin. Figure 17 shows the comparison of the
field magnitudes obtained by the NEST fits (“NEST Field”) to the corresponding mean field values
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Figure 16. Average field during WS2014-16 in the four drift time bins used in analysis. Bands indicate the
standard deviation of the field in the given drift time bin. A radial cut at r = 20 cm and a drift time cut
at 40 µs < dt ≤ 300 µs were applied. Gray dashed lines indicate a week in April 2015 when the cathode
voltage was biased down to 0 V.
Figure 17. Comparison of electric field as modeled using the COMSOL modeling method described in
section 2 to the best fit predicted by NEST for the 16 detector models (four spatial regions and four time
periods) used in WS2014-16 analysis.
obtained from the COMSOL studies (“Field Model”) for all 16 detector models (four spatial regions
and four time periods). The field estimates obtained from the two methods show good agreement.
This point deserves emphasis, because these two techniques for estimating electric field magnitude
are completely independent: the electrostatic field model is based on the observed electron drift
– 16 –
paths alone, while the NEST fits are based on the S1 and S2 amplitudes alone. Therefore we
have confidence in the S1 and S2 signal reconstruction techniques used in the LUX WIMP search
analysis.
5 Summary
Amethod was developed for detailed modeling of the varying electric fields inside the active volume
of the LUX detector throughout its scientific operations. Understanding of the electric field was
vital for the ER and NR signal reconstruction, the foundation of the LUX WIMP search analysis.
The fields observed in the bulk of the active volume of the detector duringWS2013 were reproduced
without any tuning necessary. The COMSOL field map modeling method described in this work is
sensitive down to −0.03 µC/m2, enough charge density to model a minor scalloping to the detector
edge as seen in WS2013.
The time dependence of the electric field during WS2014-16 is likely due to the creation of
charge in the PTFE panels during detector grid conditioning prior to the extended run. The model of
electric fields was created by simulating the LUX detector in 3D in COMSOLMultiphysics, where
hypothetical charges were deposited in the PTFE panels surrounding the active region and varied
until convergence on the distribution of 83mKr calibration data within the detector was obtained.
The resulting method allowed a faithful reconstruction of electric fields in the LUX detector and
was critical for accurate event reconstruction and background discrimination during theWS2014-16
analysis [4]. The fields in WS2014-16 varied in time, azimuth and depth and the method described
in this work was able to capture this evolution in all dimensions. Twenty-one field maps were
developed to accurately model the changing electric field throughout the extendedWS2014-16 with
an average modeled charge distribution in the PTFE panels varying from -3.6 to −5.5 µC/m2.
The mean electric field values resulting from this COMSOL modeling method were found to
be in good agreement with electric field values deduced from the NEST package, which fit the
field-dependent scintillation and ionization yields of the CH3T calibration source. The successful
modeling of electric fields, along with the strong calibration and simulation program developed by
the LUX collaboration enabled a thorough understanding of the LUX detector throughout all of the
scientific program and strengthened its sensitivity to WIMPs.
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